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ABSTRACT

Objective The objective of this research is to empirically explore the drivers of patients’ consent to sharing of their medical records on health information exchange (HIE) platforms.

Materials and Methods The authors analyze a dataset consisting of consent choices of 20,076 patients in Western New York. A logistic regression is applied to empirically investigate the effects of patients’ age, gender, complexity of medical conditions, and the role of primary care physicians on patients’ willingness to disclose medical information on HIE platforms.

Results The likelihood of providing consent increases by age (odds ratio (OR) = 1.055; \( P < .0001 \)). Female patients are more likely to provide consent (OR = 1.460; \( P = .0003 \)). As the number of different physicians involved in the care of the patient increases, the odds of providing consent slightly increases (OR = 1.024; \( P = .0031 \)). The odds of providing consent is significantly higher for the patients whom a primary care physician has been involved in their medical care (OR = 1.323; \( P < .0001 \)).

Conclusion Individual-level characteristics are important predictors of patients’ willingness to disclose their medical information on HIE platforms.
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INTRODUCTION

This study empirically explores the effects of patients’ age, gender, complexity of medical conditions, and the role of primary care physicians on patients’ willingness to share their medical information with the members of Western New York’s regional health information organization (RHIO). Our work provides useful insights for both health information exchange (HIE) platforms and policy makers to better understand the underlying factors that feed into the patients’ decision making process and reveals the characteristics of the patients who are more/less likely to provide consent to sharing of their medical records among healthcare professionals. The consent data analyzed in this study is collected in the early growth stages of the RHIO. The number of participating providers and patients on the platform has grown significantly since then. The factors that affect a patient’s decision to provide consent may now be different from those that are studied in this research. While the findings of this research may not apply to the fully developed RHIOs, they still provide practical implications for the HIE efforts that are still in their infancy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Setting

In this study we analyze the actual privacy decisions of patients with regards to sharing of their records with the members of HEALTHeLINK, the RHIO of Western New York. HEALTHeLINK provides fully operational query-based HIE services to over 3300 healthcare providers. All of the major medical data providers (laboratories, radiology centers, and hospitals) in the region are members of this platform. These major data providers automatically upload an electronic copy of the results of procedures that they perform to the HIE database. When a patient provides consent, HEALTHeLINK subscribers who are involved in the care process of that patient will have access to their medical records through either a fully automated system that pushes the medical data into their interoperable electronic medical records systems or through a web portal in which they can search for the available medical history of the patient. HEALTHeLINK’s website provides more details about its operations. http://wnyhealthelink.com/WhoWeAre/FAQs.

Although the patient consent to sharing medical records with other medical providers is not required under the federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), according to New York state law, the HIE platforms should establish an “opt in” process and share the medical records of the patients only after they have explicitly allowed the HIE platforms to share their records. HEALTHeLINK solicits the patient consent at various locations including testing facilities and the offices of the member providers. Patients can choose among different privacy options provided on a consent form. They can allow full access to their records by all of the members of the HIE platforms who are involved in their care. Patients can exclude some medical providers and prohibit their access to the medical record except in a medical emergency. They can also limit the access of all the HIE members only to emergency situations. Patients can also deny access to their records to all members of the HIE platform under all conditions including medical emergencies.

Data

Our analysis is based on two datasets provided by HEALTHeLINK: the consent and the medical tests datasets. The consent dataset includes age, gender, and the consent choice of 20,076 unique patients over the period of June 2008 and August 2011. This dataset comprises the population of all patients who were asked about their decision to share their medical records on the HIE platform during the above-mentioned period and is not limited a specific sample. The medical tests dataset includes the type and the reporting date of all the medical tests that
are performed on the patients by any of the member laboratories, radiology centers, or hospitals in western New York. This dataset also includes the specialty of the ordering physician for each of the reported medical tests. Since all of the major medical data providers have already adopted HEALTHeLINK services, when a specific type of medical test is performed, regardless of the membership status of the ordering physician, the test results will be uploaded into the HIE system. If the physician who had ordered the medical test is a member of HIE and the corresponding patient has previously consented to sharing his medical records, these tests will be accessible. This feature of the HIE platform allows us to identify the number of all medical tests ordered by all of the medical specialties in the population of study, even if they have not adopted HIE or even if the patient has not consented to sharing of their medical records. Both of these two datasets are de-identified and merged with each other using a scrambled patient ID.

Measures
The dependent variable in our analysis is consent. It equals one if the patient has allowed all members of the HIE to access his medical records and zero otherwise. Using the medical tests dataset, we define a complexity measure in terms of the number of different physicians who have been involved in providing medical care to each of the patients in the consent dataset. Specifically, complexity measures the number of unique medical providers who have ordered at least one medical test for a given patient. We also use this dataset to identify if a medical test was performed for a patient based on an order by a primary care physician. Primary care physician (PCP) specialties include obstetrics and gynecology. We define PCP involvement as a binary variable that equals 1 if a PCP has ordered at least one medical test for the patient, and zero otherwise. Gender is also a binary variable and equals one if the patient is female and zero otherwise. Age is measured on the date when a consent form is signed. An online appendix provides detailed discussions on the rationale of including these measures in the model.

Analysis
Since the dependent variable is binomial, we use logistic regression to model the log odds of providing consent as a multivariate function of age, gender, interaction between age and gender, complexity, and PCP involvement as follows:

\[
\log \left( \frac{p_i}{1 - p_i} \right) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{Age}_i + \beta_2 \text{Gender}_i + \beta_3 \text{Age}_i \times \text{Gender}_i + \beta_4 \text{Complexity}_i + \beta_5 \text{PCP Involvement}_i,
\]

where \( p_i \) represents the probability that patient \( i \) provides consent to sharing of his/her medical records on HIE.

RESULTS
We analyzed the consent choices of 20 076 patients of which 2021 patients have not consented to sharing of their medical records with all of the members of the HIE platform while the remaining 18 055 patients have agreed to have their medical records be shared among all of the HIE members. The overall consent rate was 89.9%. Female patients constituted the majority (68.2%) of the population. Table 1 represents the distribution of consent choice, gender, age, and PCP involvement in the population of this study.

According to the results presented in Table 2, the strongest predictor of providing consent is gender. 9.80% of males and 10.19% of females did not provide consent. Although the consent rate between men and women only differs by a fraction of a percentage, after controlling for the other variables, gender will play a more salient role. For female patients, the odds of providing consent is 46% more than their male counterparts (odds ratio (OR) = 1.460). With 1 year of increase in age, the log-odds of providing consent increases by 0.054 units (OR = 1.055); however, the effect of age for females is slightly less than males (OR = 0.987). Complexity is positively associated with a patient’s willingness to provide consent (OR = 1.024). PCP involvement also has a strong impact on the patient’s consent. The patients for whom a PCP had ordered a medical test are much more likely to provide consent (OR = 1.323).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
As HIE efforts grow, the factors that affect patients’ decision to disclose their medical information on such platforms can potentially change. In particular, we expect patients’ awareness about the existence of such technologies and the benefits of sharing data on HIEs to increase substantially and thus play a more salient role on patients’ decision to provide consent. The consent data analyzed in this research pertain to the early development years of HEALTHeLINK and thus cannot be generalized to the HIE efforts that have already grown their network of providers and have reached a stable level. The conclusions of this research still have practical implications for the majority of the HIE efforts which are still in early development stages and do not have a sustainable business model. The potential of HIE platforms in reducing the costs and increasing the quality of healthcare services will only be realized if the healthcare providers use these technologies effectively. Healthcare providers would not actively use such technologies unless they see a tangible value in HIE platforms. The value of the HIE platforms is strictly dependent on the volume of accessible medical records on them. For a maximal realization of their potential value, HIE platforms need to earn the trust of the patients and obtain their consent to share their medical records with the medical providers. This research directly addresses this issue and provides insights on the effects of individual-level patient characteristics which are associated with higher likelihood of providing consent.

This is the first study that analyzes a large dataset of actual patient consent choices and empirically investigates the effects of age and gender of patients and the number and specialty of the physicians involved in patients’ medical care on their decision to disclose their medical information on HIE platforms. Our results indicate that female and older patients, among with the ones who visit multiple physicians, are more likely to share their records on the HIE systems.

Our study also reveals the influence of primary care physicians on the patients’ consent to disclose medical information on HIE systems. This underscores the legal and ethical responsibility of providers to educate their patients on both the risks and benefits of HIE platforms and to ensure that the patients are sufficiently informed about their consent choices. The results of this study may also be of interest to policy makers in designing educational programs to increase public awareness on the risks and benefits of sharing medical information on HIE platforms. Furthermore, this study provides significant practical implications for HIE platforms. As HIEs struggle to develop sustainable business models increasing the volume of accessible data on their system is of crucial importance. To do so, HIE platforms need to understand the drivers of patients’ willingness to disclose their medical information and design strategies accordingly to enhance consent rates and the resultant usage of available medical data on their systems.

In this study, both the complexity and PCP involvement variables are derived from the HIE database of ordered medical tests. This dataset does not include the patient visits in which no medical tests are ordered. This is a limitation of this study, since we can identify a visit to a given physician only if that particular physician has ordered a
medical test for the patient. This limitation can be addressed by analyzing insurance claims datasets in which all of the patient-physician interactions are recorded. The other limitation of this study is its empirical treatment of consent choices as binary variable. States have varying requirements, and some may specifically require patients to explicitly consent prior to their data being shared through HIE. Patients may not authorize all HIE members to access their records, but rather only those members having reason to access for treatment, payment or healthcare operations purposes. Role-based access restrictions in the HIE typically allow access to more detailed clinical information only by users who need it for treatment or treatment-related purposes. In the HEALTHeLINK system, patients have three choices for limiting the access of the medical providers to their records: no access under any condition, access only at emergency situations, and full access under all conditions excluding a set of providers who can only access the records at emergency situations. These three choices of limited access are grouped together and treated similarly in our analysis. The reason for this grouping is the fact that most of the patients either allow full access to their records or limit the access to emergency situations only. The number of patients with the other two types of consent choices is very limited and hence, including these patients in the analysis may not yield meaningful insights. Furthermore, in order to distinguish between all of the three choices of limited access, an ordered or a multinomial logistic regression model is required. Given the small number of observations in two groups of choices of limited access, meaningful interpretation of the results of these regression models will be unnecessarily complicated. This limitation can be addressed by analyzing a larger number of patients who have limited the access to their records at different levels. Interpretation of the results of such analysis would be further facilitated by conducting focus groups and interviewing the patients who have decided to choose a very rare option in the consent forms. While we acknowledge this limitation, we also note that grouping the different levels of limited access to medical records in one group has practical justifications. The potential value of the HIE platforms in reducing the number of repeated tests and increasing the quality of medical decisions will be fully realized only if the patients allow all of the medical providers who are involved in their care to access their records. Although limited access to the medical records at emergency situations can still help an ER physician to save the life a patient, it will not have a large effect on reducing the number of repeated tests or increasing the quality of care in other medical encounters outside of the emergency rooms.

Given the conclusion that the presence of a PCP increases the likelihood of providing consent, it would seem important to test for variation among PCPs to examine if patients of certain PCPs are more likely to consent (or not consent) than patients of certain other PCPs. It is also possible that the location of the consent (at the testing facility, at the PCP office, at a specialist office) is a factor. We are currently working on extending this analysis on a richer dataset and addressing the above mentioned limitations.
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